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This picture should be labeled as “Priceless”~ ~ ~

It pictures at least three unique things: 1. It is the first time most of the attendees at the annual PET conference 
have seen (in person) a PET user. 2. It is the first time a lot of the attendees at the annual conference had met Mel 

West in person. and 3. It pictures two of the three “founders” of the PET Mobility Project together.

The two founders are Larry Hills (l), and Mel West (r). Unfortunately Earl Miner could not be there (his two 
daughters were). Larry Hills is the missionary from Zaire (now Democratic Republic of the Congo) who, in 1994, 
saw a woman, with three small children (one strapped to her back), crawling in the tall grass. Larry asked Mel West 
if he could develop a three-wheeled, very sturdy hand powered mobility cart for the disabled. Mel in turn contact-
ed Earl Miner (a professional product designer, with a heart and compassion for the poor) who, with his son, built 
four prototypes for testing in Zaire. They passed the test and production started in Mel West’s garage.

The beautiful young lady on the PET is Suen Oke who, shown in her native Nigerian dress, contacted polio in her 
youth. Since Suen received her PET about nine years ago she has completed high school and now has a college 
degree and a full time job. To get to work she has to ride a bus and has to pay two fares, one for her and one for her 
PET. She is so enthuiastic and appreciative of her PET - what a joy to talk to and hear her speak. Suen was certainly 
the highlight of the annual conference - as was having Larry Hills and Mel West with her in one picture.



Each PET annual conference has a banquet 
with a featured speaker. This year it was Seun 

Oke. The following was written by R B McKinney 
and is quoted in part from the Columbia Missou-
ri Tribune: “Seun Oke of Nigeria said the cart she 
received from the Personal Energy Transportation, 
or PET, Mobility Project has been a life-changer and 

was instrumental in 
attracting her boy-
friend.
“I’m very grateful,” 
Oke said to a crowd 
Tuesday at the PET 
International Confer-

ence at Peachtree Banquet Center. “PET changed 
my life completely, totally.”
“The Tuesday banquet served as a way to celebrate 
20 years of the PET Mobility Project, a faith-based, 
not-for-profit organization. Founders West, Hills 
and Miner were honored at the conference.
“In his remarks, West said he has seen a promised 
land where all have mobility and acceptance. West 
quoted theologian John Wesley in describing the 
project’s success. “If your heart is as my heart ... give 
me your hand,” West said. “That is and will be the 
secret of our success.”
“Oke is unable to walk after she was stricken by 

polio as a young girl. 
She appeared at the 
conference with Tina 
Slusher, a doctor who 
has known her since 
she was 8. Slusher said 
she learned of PET 
when Oke had surgery 
in Chicago for scoliosis. 
Oke was 15 then, and 
Slusher said Oke’s life 

has been transformed.
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Seun Oke and Family in Nigeria

“Without this PET, I can’t do any-
thing,” Oke said. She said she refers 
to her cart as her Hummer. She has a 
government job in her town.
“She uses her cart to get to a bus stop to get to work 
each morning. She said the PET is loaded on to the 
back of the bus when she gets on and then unloaded 
at her workplace. She said she uses a wheelchair in her 
workplace because it is too cramped for the PET cart.
“Oke said she caught the attention of the man who 
would become her boyfriend as she was traveling to 
work one day. The man, Benjamin, asked a shopkeeper 
where the 
woman 
with the 
cart went 
each day. 
She said 
she later 
learned that 
he was im-
pressed that 
someone 
with a disability 
was so self-sufficient and independent.
“It’s because Benjamin saw me on this PET cart is why 
he’s loving on me,” Oke said. “He followed me to the 
bus stop.”
“She said she has helped people write letters to gov-
ernment officials and has confronted officials about 
obstacles to people with disabilities. “I’m a bold lady,” 
she said.
“PET Mobility Project has agreed to fund computer 
engineering studies for Oke so she can get a promo-
tion. Any additional money raised will be used for 
more carts.
“West said simplicity and volunteerism must remain in 
the forefront of the organization.”

    ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜



In what seems to be a never-ending list of accidents, injuries, and diseases that cause loss of 
use of a person’s legs, another one has surfaced, at least to this editor. The ailment, I’m not 

sure it is properly labeled a “disease”, is called elephantiasis (sometimes spelled elephantitis). 
It is the result of a parasitic infection caused by various kinds of roundworms which block the body’s lymphatic 
system. (The lymph system is a network of channels, lymph nodes, and organs that help maintain proper fluid 
levels in the body by draining lymph from tissues into the bloodstream.) When these channels become blocked, 
fluids start to back-up in the tissues and can lead to great swelling. Limbs can swell so enormously that they 

actually resemble an elephant’s foreleg in size, texture, and color. Thus the 
severely disfiguring and disabling condition of elephantiasis. 

The larvae of these roundworms enter the body through the bites of mos-
quitos, or other blood-sucking insects. It appears to date to be limited to 
developing countries in South America, Central Africa, Asia, and the Pacific 
and Caribbean islands. The most common site of elephantiasis is the leg. It 
typically begins in the ankle and progresses to the foot and leg. At first the 
swollen leg may feel soft to the touch but eventually becomes hard and thick. 
The skin may even crack, allowing 

bacteria to infect the leg and complicate the disease. 

Apparently it is an old disease as it is described in ancient Persian 
and Indian writings, clearly describing elephant-like swellings of the 
arms, legs, and genitals.

As the larvae develop into mature roundworms, they grow to about 
1 to 4 inches long, which can take several months to more than a 
year. The cycle is completed as adult worms begin reproducing live 
embryos which then travel to the blood stream and are ingested by 
another mosquito. Estimates are that between 40 and 120 million 
people worldwide are currently infected with the disease, which 
often do not show symptoms for several years after the insect bite.
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    ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜

A few appropriate pictures at this point. The one on the left 
 is a Boabab tree, also know as a “tree of life”. The others are just 

“unusual”. (Maybe trees also get elephantiasis?)



I’m not quite sure how to describe our spotlighted volunteer for this issue except to say 
he is always busy and very hard to get to pose for a picture. He grew up on a Minneso-

ta farm and at a young age was taking motors apart and actually repairing them. John VanderBeek moved his 
family to Spokane in 1970, and after completing an advanced degree in mathematics at Oregon State, he taught 
at Whitworth for 10 years and Gonzaga for 30. He did take a 5 year break to be a partner on an alfalfa farm and 
feed mill near Deer Park.
Now that he is retired he has “more time” to persue other interests, including building kitchen and bathroom 
cabinets, restoring a 1954 Chevy, and volunteering to help with his church property, and for the last two years, 
volunteering to help build PETs.

John and Bev have been married 
47 years (they have 3 grown 
children and 4 grandchildren) 
and have both volunteered for 
World Renew for the past four 
years helping people recover 
from floods, tornadoes, and 
hurricanes.  Besides the rebuild-

ing efforts, John also trains other volunteers.
John and Bev found out about PET through Dave and Carol Razor. 
Since John has a real heart for helping people, who, no fault of their 
own, have had to face difficulties in their lives, he immediately saw 
that he could help the PET Mobility Project. His motto seems to be 
“better to wear out than rust”.
(Editor’s note: by the time we got this information from his family, 
and finally got a picture of him with his head up, John was begin-
ning to get suspecious that something was up. We’ll end by inserting 
a few pictures of his great work and love for helping others. You 
are grately appreciated John and it is our honor to have you on our 
team.)
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PET Memphis, who did such a wonderful job hosting last year’s annual conference, has made several 
trips to distribute PETs in The Dominican Republic. Before they started sending whole teams to as-

semble and distribute PETs, they sent two Marks (Giffy and Bogan), who in 2011, spent four days there meeting 
with other mission organizations to see if there would be a fit with PET International. Before they left home, 

they boxed up the very first PET built by the Memphis organization (they were 
approved as an affiliate in September 2011) and then found Leo who had lost 
a leg in an automobile accident nine years ago which also killed his son. Leo 
got around on crutches but when they broke, had to wait until he could raise 
enough money to buy new ones.
Mark Giffy said that this was his first PET delivery. He had read and seen pic-
tures of other first time deliveries, but it was a whole different view and feeling 
doing it in person. He said that Leo wrote their names down so he could pray 
for them for the blessing God and PET Memphis had brought to his life. Our 
own Vic and Cindy Perger went with the Memphis team about a year ago and 
came back with glowing reports about how appreciative the Dominican’s were 
for their gifts of mobility.
As the Memphis team takes future trips to The Dominican Re-
public, there are usually openings, and we are always invited.

˜˜˜˜˜˜˜



˜˜˜˜˜˜˜

What is the value of a human life? (From TheNewAmerica.com) “The Department 
of Transportation values human life at $6.1 million, while another governmental 

agency pegs it at $9.1 million.” What, then, is the value of a PET that takes a human life 
that is crawling on the ground in degradation and poverty, and lifts it into one of hope, pride, dignity, comfort 
and productivity? PET does that for $250.00, and I think that is a bargain.

One of PETs distribution partners is the Like Commission. Dr. Harry VanderWal, and his wife Echo (a Phy-
sician’s Assistant) are founders of the organization and do primarily medical work in Swaziland (southern 

Africa). In the last seven years they have treated over 115,000 patients with 
various medical problems and more than 39,000 for sight problems have been 
treated and given eyeglasses. They also give PETs to those who are leg handi-
capped. Because reliable transportation in Swaziland is almose non-existant, the 
VanderWals have developed a mobile medical outreach vehicle to deliver health 
services to remote communities, with 484 communities served since 2006. The 
VanderWal’s stateside home is Sagle Idaho, just south of Sandpoint. The picture 
shows their family, with triplet boys, an 8 year old son, and a year old daughter.

The Luke Commission has a motto that has become a truism with the locals. “Every 
Last One”. No matter how late the hour is, they stay in each area until every one who 
has come for treatment is treated.
Dumsani Dlamini came  driving his PET, to a Luke Commission mobile hospital 
outreach to see the doctor and hopefully to receive some medications for his aches 
and pains. Even though the road was especially muddy that day; “As long as the chain 
is greased, I move,” he laughed. The 40-year-old Swazi has not been able to walk since 
birth.  He did not go to school.  He is not married.  Twin sisters care for him, but one is 
not well herself. Dumsani travels 3 kilometers a day on his PET. “Thank you for helping 
me,” he repeated several times, after Dr. Harry treated him. Dumani Dlamini makes 
certain his PET chain is greased regularly, and he’s off.  Mud from Swaziland’s rural dirt 
roads might cake the wheels, but that doesn’t stop his progress.
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˜˜˜˜˜˜˜

We’ve seen some 
pretty well used 

PETs, but I believe this 
one takes the cake. It has 
spent its life in Hondu-
ras.

A real entrepreneur 
from Tanzania. It 

does look a little top-
heavy, but I guess he 
manages to stay dry.

Unique modes of trans-
portation. Where there 

is a need, there is a way!! 
Most of these PETs will go to 
former lobster fishermen in 
Honduras who got the bends 
when they surfaced too fast.



If PETs could talk what stories they could tell! Many would be happy and glorious stories 
about how the PET had dramatically changed the life of a person who had been bound 

to the land by leg handicaps. They would all tell that proud story, but they would also tell sad stories of the pov-
erty, degradation, marginalization and hopelessness of the social setting into which they entered.

Having donated a PET to a small boy in grade four at Msalura 
primary school in Malawi, people from the NGO visited him 

at the school where they were also told about a girl in a wheel-
chair and problems she was having getting to school. The girl 
is very intelligent but comes to school either very late or absent 
most of the time because she depends on someone to push her, 
unlike the boy who uses the PET and comes to school by himself 
daily. The girl received a different kind of mobility device from 
another non-profit, but she still had difficulty getting to school.  
This is an example of why PET was designed and produced.  It 
was created to provide mobility for rough, rural areas. We appreciate your partnership and ask you to consider 
your continued or increased giving.  Let’s work together to get more children to school.
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Anatomy of a Rainbow PET

There is a standing open invitation to personally visit the PET shop in Colbert. In case you have never visited 
the shop, nor seen an actual PET on display, this picture will give you some idea of what really goes into 

its construction. All of the wooden parts are cut, routed, drilled, and painted by our volunteers. Metal parts 
are all cut, shaped, welded, and painted, again by volunteers. Tires, sprockets, chain, fasteners, and brake rods 
are purchased, then assembled, with wood and metal parts, in the shop by volunteers. Before each PET is sent 
to the field, it is completely assembled, disassembled, then packed for shipment. The steel welded frame holds 
the wheels, wooden box, and front steering and crank systems in place for the PET’s duration in the field to get 
someone off the ground into a life of dignity and hope, perhaps for the first time in their life.



In the December 2013 issue of PET-Kin Pathways, we described a new adjustable seat 
design for PETs (which could help people who have to sit for long periods of time) to 

help with the possibility of their skin breaking down and 
causing pressure sores. We worked for many months to 
determine the best, and most cost effective, way to build 
the new seat per PET International’s design. After these 
many months of actually building a number of these new 
seats, and incorporating them with the necessary chang-
es to the PET itself, we have decided to go back to the old 
tried-and-true design. Our decision was long and hard, 
but is based on the following facts: 1) the new 
design cost is about twice the old one; 2) the new 
design takes about three times as long to build be-
cause of its complexity; 3) the new design is much 
heavier, adding several pounds to each PET; 4) 
holes where the new seat mounts to the PET frame 
MUST be drilled in exactly the right location with 
no tolerance to spare; 5) in talking to others at the 
annual meeting we find most recipients who had 
pressure sores got them before they received their 
PET; 6) Suen Oke was asked at the PET banquet 
which PET she liked best (her loaner she is using 
while she is in the US) with the new seat design, 
or the one she has used for nine years at home. 
Her answer was that it didn’t make any difference; 
and 7), probably the most severe downside is the 

loss of cargo space in the back. The pictures show several ways recipients use the available cargo space. The bot-
tom picture, on the right, shows the adjustable seat design.
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Did You Know . . . . . ?

That it takes two hours from start to finish to build the front fork for one Rainbow PET?
That there are 18 different shapes & sizes of steel in every Rainbow PET?

That there are 25 different pieces of wood in every Rainbow PET?
That it costs $5700 to buy the steel, chain, bearings, sprockets, and tires for every 50 Rainbow PETs?
That all metal parts are powder coated for durability and color to enhance the Rainbow effect?
That at any given time there are at least 50-60 different colors of paint in the paint shop for use on a PET?
That the total time for board preparation (sorting, installing the drying hooks, application of primer) and 
      application of the finish coat is 2-3 minutes per board?

“If                              evolution really works, how come mothers only have two hands?”  Milton Berle
“Try to live so that you could sell your parrot to your pastor and not have to worry.”  Unknown

“A poor man is hated even by his own neighbor, but the rich has many friends. He who despises his neighbor 
sins; but he who has mercy on the poor, happy is he.” Prov 14:20-21
“Those who can’t laugh at themselves leave the job to others.”  Unknown
“Do not withhold good from those to whom it is due, When it is in the power of your hand to do so. Do not say 
to your neighbor, ‘Go, and come back, and tomorrow I will give it,’ when you have it with you.” Prov 3:27-28
“There is never a right way to do a wrong thing.” Unknown

    ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
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PET Connection – Contact and Newsletter Information

For volunteer opportunities, visits to the PET shop, or to request a presentation, please call 
Dick Carpenter at (509)466-3425 or send him an e-mail at bebold@comcast.net. Our web 

site is www.PETSpokane.org. For address changes or comments about this newsletter, send 
to petnwnewsletter@onemain.com. For information about PET International, visit www.
petinternational.org. Tax-deductible donations may be sent to WCPC-PET Project, 15123 Little 
Spokane Dr., Spokane, WA 99208. NOTE: In order to help with our limited funds, PLEASE let us 
know when your address changes. Even a wrong apartment number will usually get your newsletter 

returned which uses funds badly needed for PETs.

For information about upcoming PET distribution trips please contact pet@petinternational.org.

May the Wonder of the Season Fill Your Heart with All Joy
Merry Christmas


